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Figure2A.I. DrawingofthesteamshipNewYork.CourtesyMariners'Museum,NewportNews,
                         Virginia.

The New York departed Galveston for what was to become her final voyage on 5 September 1846.
By 10 p.m. that evening, she came to anchor in heavy seas some 50 miles eastward of Galveston,
having unknowingly sailed into the path of a hurricane.  After a fearsome pounding by seas and wind,
which lifted the promenade deck, stove in the starboard guard and wheel house, carried away the
smoke stack, and sprang the hull, the New York foundered in 10 fathoms of water at 6 a.m. on the
morning of September 7 (Daily Picayune, 10 September 1846).  Seventeen passengers and
crewmen, including five children, were lost when the ship went down.  The remaining survivors clung
to rafts fashioned from a portion of the promenade deck and other wreckage for more than 12 hours
until they were rescued by another steamer, the Galveston (New Orleans Gazette, 10 September
1846).

Discovery of the Wreck

A group of amateur divers from New Iberia, Louisiana, began searching for the wreck of the New
York in 1985.  Working only from the sparse clues contained within the survivors’ accounts published
in the New Orleans newspapers in 1846, the divers deduced the general location of the wreck site.
They subsequently interviewed shrimpers who worked in the area to obtain information on the
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Figure 2A.2.  Example of a crosshead steam engine, ca. 1828.
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Figure 2A.4. The sinking of the USS Hatteras by the CSS Alabama.  Courtesy U.S. Navy Photographic
                     Center.

vessel.  Commander Homer C. Blake demanded to know the identity of the ship.  “Her Britannic
Majesty's Ship Vixen,” came the reply.  Blake ordered one of Hatteras’ boats launched to inspect the
“Britisher.” Almost as soon as the boat was piped away, a new reply came from the mystery ship, “We
are the CSS Alabama!” A broadside from the Alabama's guns punctuated the reply.  Within 13 minutes,
the Hatteras, sinking rapidly, surrendered (Figure 2A.4).

The Hatteras today rests in 58 feet of water about 20 miles off Galveston.  Her 210-foot long iron hull
is completely buried under about three feet of sand.  Only the remains of her 500-horsepower walking
beam steam engine and her two iron paddle wheels remain exposed above the sea floor.  Since the
site’s discovery in the 1970s, MMS has engaged in periodic monitoring of the wreck to ensure that it is
not damaged by surrounding oil and gas lease development.  Although the wreck remains the property
of the U.S. Navy, MMS has joined forces with the THC and Texas A&M at Galveston to preserve
this important archaeological treasure for posterity.

The wreck of the US Hatteras is an integral part of the story of the Civil War on the Texas coast, the
defense of which is regarded as one of the greatest military feats of the Confederacy.  The ship’s
dramatic history, along with the fact that the remains of the vessel are virtually intact, make it one of
the most important underwater archaeological sites in the United States.

HORN ISLAND SHIPWRECK

Another wreck possibly associated with the Civil War in the Gulf was recently documented by MMS.
Loran C coordinates of an historic side-wheel steamship off Hom Island, Mississippi, were
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Figure 2A.5. Side-scan sonar image of the Horn Island shipwreck (22HR843).

provided to MMS by an informant.  Because of the inherent inaccuracy of Loran C, there was a
possibility that this site could lie in federal waters.  Side-scan survey and DGPS positioning confirmed
that the vessel lies in Mississippi waters.  Information about the site was relayed to the Mississippi
State Historic Preservation office, who had no information about the vessel in their archaeological site
records.  The site has been assigned a trinomial designation of 22HR843.

The Horn Island shipwreck is a side-wheel steamship with an apparently intact walking beam engine
and two large boilers visible above the seafloor.  From the side-scan image, the vessel measures 53.6
meters long by 10 meters wide (Figure 2A.5). Local informants report that it has an iron hull, although
this has not been confirmed.  Research presently is being conducted to identify the wreck, which most
likely dates to the last half of the nineteenth century.  Preliminary research suggests that
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Figure 2A.6. The SS Cities Service Toledo.

burst into flames.  The Navy gun crew manned their single 5" bow gun as long as possible and fired 3
rounds at a light they believed to be the submarine.  Ceasing after the gun's recoil began to tear the
plates from the deck of the badly listing ship, the nine men of the gun crew abandoned the vessel with
the rest of the crew of eight officers and 28 men.  The explosion and fire had destroyed the life rafts
and two of the ship's boats.  A third boat was launched but the crew could not clear it from the flaming
water surrounding the stricken ship and were forced to abandon it.  Seventeen men abandoned the ship
in the remaining lifeboat and were rescued by the Norwegian tanker, SS Belinda, several hours later.
Eight hours after the attack, the tankers SS Gulf King and SS San Antonio  rescued the surviving 13
men in the water.  Fifteen men were lost in the attack, including one officer, ten crewmen, and four
armed guards.  One of the survivors, who had abandoned a law career for life as a naval gunner,
commented from his bed in a Marine hospital: "Law is easier any day" (Times Picayune, 17 June
1942).

One of the worse casualties in human terms of the U-boat war in the Gulf was the Heredia, a 4,700
ton freighter owned by the United Fruit Company (Figure 2A.7). The Heredia was bound for New
Orleans from Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, with a cargo of 40,000 stems of bananas and 5,000 bags of
coffee when she was attacked by the U-506 on 19 May 1942 (Navy Dept. 1942a; Browning 1996,
111).  Three torpedoes struck the vessel, causing her to plunge beneath the sea stem first within three
minutes.  Thirty-six men lost their lives in the attack.  Among the 23 survivors were two children, a
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Figure 2A.7. The SS Heredia.

9-year-old boy and an 11-year-old girl, who later recounted that sharks approached her close enough
to tickle her feet as she clung to a hatch cover for 15 hours awaiting rescue (Times-Picayune, 25 May
1942).  In only ten days between 10 May and 20 May 1942, the same U-boat also sank the tankers
Aurora, Gulfpenn, David McKelvey, William C. McTarnahan, Sun, Gulfoil, and Halo (Wiggins
1995, 234f).  The captain of U-506, Erich Würdemann, was subsequently awarded the Iron Cross
(First Class) and, later, the coveted Knights Cross. Würdemann was responsible for sinking 16 vessels
during his career, costing the Allies nearly 87,000 tons of shipping, before the U-506 was itself sunk by
an US B-24 Liberator aircraft off Vigo, Spain on 12 July 1943.

Between May 1942 and December 1943, German U-boats harassed American shipping in the Gulf
with near impunity.  Only one Nazi submarine, the U-166, is believed sunk in the Gulf; it has yet to be
discovered (Figure 2A.8). The U-166 was commissioned on 23 March 1942.  It departed Kristianstad,
Norway, on its first patrol to the North Atlantic under the command of Oberleutnant Hans-Günther
Kuhlmann on 1 June.  Returning to base at Lorient, France, on 10 June without scoring any successes,
the U-166 departed for the Gulf seven days later.  Kuhlmann's first victim in the Gulf was the Carmen,
a small freighter registered in the Dominican Republic.  Two days later on 13 July the U-166 claimed as
its second kill the Oneida, an unarmed 2300-ton freighter owned by the Ford Motor Company that
was steaming in ballast for Punta Gorda, Cuba.  The American trawler Gertrude was Kuhlmann's third
victim.  Probably stung by the failure of his first cruise, and the frustrating lack of important targets as his
second cruise neared its end, Kuhlmann was no doubt elated when the 5,184-ton passenger steamer
Robert E. Lee unwittingly sailed into his path.  The Robert E. Lee was sailing from Port-of-Spain,
Trinidad, to New Orleans under escort of the PC-566.  Aboard the vessel were 268 passengers who,
ironically, were mostly survivors of other sinkings.  Lookouts on the Robert E. Lee spotted a torpedo
200 yards before it struck just aft of the engine room (Browning 1996, 194).  The explosion destroyed
the #3 hold and vented through the B and C decks, wrecking the engines, the radio equipment, and the
steering gear.  The ship sank stem first within 15 minutes as the PC-566 began dropping depth charges
(Figure 2A.9). One of the Robert E. Lee's officers, nine of her merchant crew, and 15 passengers died
in the attack.  Survivors were picked up by the PC-566, the SC-519, and the tug Underwriter and
transported to Venice, Louisiana.
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     Figure 2A.8. A Class IXC German U-boat, the same type as the U-166.

What became of the U-166 after the attack on the Robert E. Lee remains a mystery.  This much is
known for certain: the submarine never returned and was presumed lost.  The crew of the PC-566
reported that a small oil slick followed their depth charges (Navy Dept. 1942b), but this was a
common tactic employed by submariners to trick their attackers into believing that the boat was
damaged.  Two days after the attack on the Robert E. Lee, the crew of a J4F-1 Grumman torpedo
plane spotted an U-boat on the surface in shallow water 20 miles south of Isles Dernieres, Louisiana,
in what is now South Timbalier Area.  As the plane turned to attack the submarine, it was spotted by
the Germans and the sub crash-dived.  After launching their 325-pound depth charge from an altitude
of 250 feet, the aviators saw a sheen of oil come to the surface and believed that they had damaged
the sub.  However, it is hard to imagine that the sub would have remained undiscovered in only about
60 feet of water after 56 years.  In fact, it is not even certain that the sub spotted by the flyers was the
U-166.  Declassified German documents reveal that there were five U-boats patrolling the Gulf in
August 1942.  It seems more likely that the U-166 was damaged by the depth charges from the PC-
566 and sank somewhere in the deep abyss of Mississippi Canyon.  Our best hope for finding the lost
sub now is the deep water exploration currently being undertaken by the oil and gas industry.

The discovery of and continued research on World War 11 shipwrecks in the Gulf gives us a new
appreciation for the strategic importance of this region to the war effort.  At great personal risk, the
U.S. Merchant Marine kept up the flow of oil to fuel the Allied war machine.  The evidence of their
sacrifice lies beneath the waves on the Outer Continental Shelf.  These wrecks deserve our protection
not only as war graves, but as silent monuments to the courage of the Merchant Marine and the role of
the Texas and Louisiana oil industry in the defeat of the Axis powers.
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         Figure 2A.9.   The SS Robert E. Lee, superimposed over the side-scan sonar record of
         the shipwreck.  Courtesy John E. Chance & Associates, Inc.






